
Can Media Policy do without 
•'Culture" and "'Society"'? 

Abstract 
The profound changes that have beset Australian communications po!icy over 
tlıe course of the last thirty years are often thoug!ıt to hnve had their genesisin the 
tedınological shake-up which becamc manifest in Austrnlia in tlıe mid-1980s, in prlmarily 
!ocal develorıments, ar in ttıe apparcntly, autonomous rc.:ılms of 'discourse' (O'Regan, 1993; 
"cunningham & Turner, 1997; Spurgeon, 1997) ı thirık suclı analyses constitute a focus on 
symptom rnther than pathology, eften imply a dangerously anti-humanist technological 
detcrminism, and distr.ıct us from a wider and more decisive context - that of the profound 
politic:al economic changes which occurrcd in the United States in the 1970s. in foct it was 
!here and !hen that tlıc institutional power relations whiclı werc to mark the rest of the 
ccntury, in Amcrica and Austra!i.:ı .:ı!ike, were forged. 

This paper is based on tlıe suspicion that the twin ideologies of technological determinism 
and economism have so permeatcd the Austrillian debate tııı:ıt tlıc po!icy community's many 
critics tlıere effectively share tlıe world view ot the objects of their dcrision. in its 
postmodcrn turn, thc left has constructcd far itself a worldvicw tlıoroughly incapable of 
critiquing, ncvcr mind surmounting, tlıe current orthodoxy. A conscquence of this effective 
confü:ıtion of views is that categodes like 'society' and 'cu!ture', the ontologicul mainstays 
of the nation·bui!ding ethos that sustained Australlan media policy before tlıe mid· 1970s. 
arc being cffaced by a ncw lıegemonic structure. Since the mid-70s, 'Media policy' has 
been lelt with ever less rationa!e and co!ıerence 

This trnnsformation cannot adequately be explained without recoursc to the US po!itical 
economy of tlıe early 1970s, asa general crisis ol accumulation coincided with u need on 
the par! of companies formcrly committed ta Dep.:ırtmcnt of Defence and NASA contracts 
to find civilian markets, and a.corresponding!y m:ıw Jıegemonic order became necessary 

I suggest that thc intemational political economic context should remain an important 
\ platform lor analysis and policy ;ıs we may be approaching a momr ıt in which the new 

mode of accumulation and its attendant lıegcmony arc confronting ,ı conjuncturc of crises 
As such _moments occasion ncw constraints on the thinkablo and th ı doable, so do thcy 
create new opportunities far reappraisal and action 
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Can Media Policy do without 
"Culture" and "Society"? 

lntroduction 
It is, aftcr ali, oııly conımoıı sense to say tlıat we exercise oıır 
frcedonı tlıroııglı co-operation witlı otlıers. If yoıı join a social 
groııp - lef us say a dranıatic clııb - yoıı expect t!ıat it will 
increase your frcedonz, givc your individual po1-vers ne1-v 
stiınıılııs and opportııııity for expression. And wlıy s!ıoııld not 
tlıe saıne principle apply to society at large? it is tlıroııg!ı a 
social developmeııt t!ıat nıaııkind Jıas eıııerged froııı aııinıal 
bondage iııto tlıat organic frcedonı, wonderfııl tlıoııglı far fronı 
conıplete, t!ıat wc now cııjoy (Cooley, 1922: 50). 

From Charles Cooley (1922) to Raymond Williams (1981), 

the idea persists that needless constraints on 111utual access and 

democratic expression undermine society's 'organic' essence, and 

th~s represent an assault on human freedom. Culture is 
effectively defineci as a self-enabling, self-defining but typically 

unconscious collaboration in the face of life's ınaterial 
opportunities and constraints. On such an account, n1edia have 

the capacity to promote this social dimension of the self and 

facilitate the cultural process. They also have the capacity to do 

the opposite. 

'Society' is a notion which has been bundled into the dustbin 

of history by neo-classical zealot {"Nitness Thatcher
1

s 

proclamation that 'there is no such thing as society') and eamest 
poshnodernist alike (for to appeal to such a notion threatens 'to 

do violence -to the particular'), and ıvhatever is n1eant by 

'freedom' today, it can have little to do with social development. 
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This is because the !ast thirty years have seen a profound shift in 

the ~ontradictory but mutually constitutive relationship that 
pertaıns between the state (prin1arily in its role as function and 

guarantor of constitutional democracy) and commercial industry 

(w~~se econon1ic - negative - freedon1 begins to impinge on the 

polıtıcal freedoms upon which constitutional democracy is 
based!. As Hawkins (1991) reminds us: "[n]ot only is 'cultııral 
polıcy a conhnual process of producing ıneanings for 'culture' 

but these meanings also emerge in a network of power relations 
between govemment and those who are funded or regulated." 

State.me~ts. uttered in such Foucauldian terms are rarely 
take~ as ınvıtahons to the prosaic reahns of political econon1y, 
but, ıf we are properly to appreciate the transformations which 
have beset the discourse of social, culhıral and media policy in 

Australıa over the !ast thirty years, it is to political economy we 
ınust turn: 

Politiml Ecoııoıny ... is concenıed wit!ı t!ıc Jıistorically 
constıtuted franıeıvorks or structures ıvitlıin ıulıiclı political 
and economk activity takes place. it stands back froııı tlıe 
appaı~nt fixıh; of /Jıe present to ask Jıow t!ıc existiııg structııres 
caıne uı~o beıızg and Jıo1-v tlıey nıay lıe clıanghıg, or Jıoıv tlıey 
m~y be ıııdııced to c/ımıge. Iıı t!ıis sense, political ccoııoıııy is 
crıtıcal t!ıeory (Cox, 1995: 32). 

Cox defines 'structure' as an institutionalised 'picture of 
reality' and it is within these that policy is inevitably made. Cox 
stresses that these structures change over time and that people 
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hnve a hnnd in changing them. Structures condition our view of 

the \vorld, but we condilion theın, too - and political econonüsts 

ofa critical bent hold that we cnn do so consciously. As Granısci 
once told us (1992), and as thirty years of Australian experience 

have shown us, hegenıony is neither coınplete nor stable. Much 

of the strucl:ure wc call Keyncsianisn1 is gone, and a hybrid 

economism, part neo-classical and part Austrian, has becoıne the 

new lens through which our policy makers apprehend their 

world. üne even hears, in the mix of trepidalion and 

triunıphalisnı that marks our ınillenarian n1oment, a few 

tendentiously selected phrases frorn the pen of Joseph 

Schurnpeter (1942). 

This observation prcsents the critical polilical economist 

with two tasks: the political economic component lies in 

explaining how and why this discursive transfornıation canıe 

about; and the critical cornponent lies in identifying the inherent 

dangers nnd, perhaps, suggesting sonıe potential solutions. What 

follo\vs represcnts an attenıpt to make a start on thesc 

undertakings, with reference to Australian social, cultural and 

media policy, but in the hope that lessons of direct relevance to 

the Turkish context may be gleahed. 

The Australian Historical Context 

Throughout the century, conınıunications policy in 

Australia has typically been inlorıned by a fluctuating 

combinalion of tı.vo sensibililies: an awareness of the tyranny of 

distances, both from 'the ok! country' (Great Britain) and within 

the new; and acı abiding faith in 'the good judgement of the 
British, where n public telecon1n1unications carrier, n1onopoly 

and Lord Reitlı's model of public service broadcasting had 

thrived in a political culture where cven a Conservative Prinıe 

Ministcr had been known ta assert that, "(ın)ost of us recognize 

that the old system of free unplanned capitalism has passed 

away" (MacMillan, 1937: 1, quoted in Seaton, 1988: 123). 
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By the mid-1970s, it had long been a bipartisan article of 

faith in Australia that government should have a significant role 

in social and economic planning. lndeed, Butlin et al. identify 
centralisation at the !eve! of public policy, corresponding 

concentration on the part of private organisations and 

increasing governrnent regulation as the 'outstanding 

characteristics of allocative and regulatory intervention after 

1945:' 

T!ıc role of tlıe Federal bıırenucracy acccııtuatcd opportımitics 
far autoııoınoııs actioıı by govcmıncııt aııd focııscd private 
prcssıırcs at tlıc Federal lcvel ... (duc in part ta) ... stroııg 
elenıcHts of constraint on private rlecision-nıaking for 
aggrcgate ccoııoıııic pıırposcs mtlıer tlıaıı for pıırposcs of 
particıılar markets (108-9 ). 

In short, this tradition of colo11inl socialisnı (as Butlin termed 

it) had helped produce a cenh·alised bureaucracy, committed ta 

tlıe promotion of articulated national goals, and strong enough 

to ckı this at tl1e expense of substantial privatc intercsts. 

lmpassioned public debate about the socio-cultnral 

functions of media persisted well into the l 970s. Meclinm 

theorists like Fred and Merilyn Emery with A Clıoicc of Fııtıırcs 
(1975) and dass theorists like Hnmprey McQueen with A Ncw 
Britaıınia (1970) and Bob Connell with Rııliııg Class, Rııliııg 
Cııltııı-c (1977) warned us against the hypnotic medium of 

television and its capacity to perpetuate and norınalise the 

pastimes, prejndices and world views of the bonrgeoisie, both 
in its British and loca] gnises. 

Oft-criticised these days is the implicit (and sornetimes 

explicit) proposition that the rnedia were a channel (whether it 
be framed as technology ar icleologically-bound institution) by 

or through which the passive audience was bronght to i-ıeel. 

'Culture', then, was sonıething in1posed fron1 above rather than 

deployed from below .. it followed then, for conservative and 

social democrat alike, that the logical, rightful and ultirnate 

prornoter and protector of 'culture' wrıs the state. For the forıner, 
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only the state could ensure that the comn1ercial broadcasters' 

populist 'lowest common denominator' fare would be balanced 
by healthier offerings; for the latter, the state was the rightful 
custodian of an agent so potent in the n1aking of public opinion, 

so open to abuse, and in a market ıvhere sparse population and 

spectrum scarcity con1bined to limit viable alternatives 

(Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, 1984). 

Contradicting such theoretical suppositions, but 

buttressing their effective appeal to the priınacy of cultural 
policy and government intervention, was the cultı.ıral theory 
gaining prominence in Britain at the time. For thinkers of the 
British 'New Left', culture was most definitely a lot ınore than 
the unidirectional imposition of anything, whether it be 'correct 
values' or the evils of cultural catalepsy and political hegeınony. 
Neatly suınıning up the New Left's general attitude to culture, 
Raymond Williaıns was to write: 

Ta say t/ıat ali cııltııre is 'ideological' need ıııeaıı ııo ıııore t/ıaıı 
tlıat (as in soıııe otlıer curreııt ııses) ali practice is sigııifı;iııg. 
For ali tlıe difficıılties of ovcrlap witlı ot/ıcr more coıımıoıı 
ııses, t/ıis seııse is acceptable. Bııt it is very differeıı t from 
dcscrilıiııg ali cııltııml prodııctioıı as 'ideology,' Ol' as 
'directed by idcology,' lıccaııse w/ıat is t/ıeıı omitted, as iıı t/ıe 
idealist ııses of' cııltııre,' is t/ıe set of complcx rcal processes by 
w/ıiclı a 'cııltııre' or aıı 'ideolog,;' is itself prodııced. Aııd it is 
witlı tlıese prodııctive processes t/ıat a fııll sociology of cııltıırc 
is ııecessarily coııcenıcd (1981: 28-9 ). 

This insistence, that 'culture' is 'ordinary' in the sense that 

it con1es fron1 lived experience in real social settings, whose 

constitutive relations are then1selves dialectically intertwined 

with the forces of production, rendered culture, by intention 
and in effect, a very political act, for it rendered 'culture' 
political by definition: 

It was ... pcıfcctly clear t/ıat tlıe majorihj of t/ıc pcoplc, ıv/ıile 
liviııg as people, crcatiııg t/ıeir owıı vnlııes, wcre batlı s/ıııt oııt 
by t/ıe natııre of tlıe cdııcatioııal system froın acccss to tlıe fııll 
raııgc of mcaııiııgs of tlıeir predcccssors iıı tlıat pince, aııd 
cxclııdcd by t/ıe wlıole strııctıırc of coınıııııııicatioııs - tlıe 
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characte~-of its ınaterial oıvnerslıip, its linıiting social 
assıımptıoııs froııı aııy adcquatc participatioıı iıı tlıe process of 
clıaııgıııg aııd developmg 111eaııiııgs wlıiclı was iıı aııy ense 
going on (1967: 29 ). . 

This association of culture with a democratic 

comınunications system is evident in both the policy and the 
rhetoric of the government of the day. Whitlam's social 

democrats forced through licences lor new public radio stations, 
increased funding ta the perforıning arts, introduced quasi
national n1ulticultural radio and television stations, and 

introduced publicly-funded film finance authorities. In 
announcing the introduction of FM radio in 1974, Prime 
Minister Gough Whitlam declared: 

FM mdio will lıriııg new clarity of reception aııd ınake 
possı.ble ". ııew mııge of statioııs. It will eııable greater 
partı.cıpatıon by tlıe coınnıunity in 1nedia services in 
entertai1111ze1Zt, neıos, conınıcnt and discussion. Jt zvill e,;able 
proper rccogııitioıı ta be giveıı to t/ıe ııceds of cııltııral aııd 
social nıinorities. 

Whitlam's sentiments were echoed in the media, a.nd by 
teclmocrat and bureaucrat alike: 

Tlıe Radio Times opiııed iıı lale 1975 tlıat, "[t]Jıere are 
nuu~erous lo~al pressure groups in tize co,nuııtnity zvho 
receıve very lıttle coverage in tlıe nıedia, and that ıvlıiclz is 
giveıı trivialises tlıe issııcs and distorts tlıeir positioıı in tlıe 
polıtıcal spectrımı. Tlıe 111ass media t/ırives [sici 011 t/ıe 
peıpetuatioıı of ıııyt/ıs ( 4). 

The authors of Telecom Australia's strategic directions 
report, Telecom 2000 wrote in that saıne year (1975) tlıat: "a 
suitable balance between business performance and the social 

iınplications of future decisions requires that the commission be 
fully aware of community needs and attitı.ıdes whiclı ınay not 

necessarily be reflected in the market place" (quoted in 
Reinecke, 1984: 30). 

A member of staff on the Cooııılıs Iııqııiry summarised 
public sentiınent concerning the Australian bureaucracy at tlıe 
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2 4 3) follows: "(T)he administration is, time (1975: 22, at · · as . . l 
. l I . ·tr ment of don1ıııant socıa consciously or unconscıous y, t ıe ıns u .. 

roups and the values which they espouse: that its composıtıon 

;eflects this domination" (Hawker, 1977: 158). 

Yet however strident and popular these effective 
' d ·ety with medıa identifications of cu1ture, deınocracy an sacı d' l 

and the raisoıı d'ctrc of media policy appeared to be, the ra ı~\ 
democratic monıent \vas soon to pass, and Au~tralıan socıa, 
cultural and media policy was quick to reflect thıs. 

, . 1 d crats were removed 
1 1 te 1975 Whitlaın s socıa emo 
n a ' p k was 

fr ff. d by 1977 media ınagnate Kerry ac er ' om o 1ce, an , ıı· 

gaining government syınpathy for a publicly financed sate ıte t; relay ınetropolitan conıınercial television ~h~ou~hout 
re ional Australia. This not only constituted a socıalısatıon of 

th: cost of augmenting private profit, it alsa_ heralded the 

'ntroduction of a domestic satellite system whıch offered no 
ı ı· 1 dvances ta the Australian teleconınıunications system 
prac ıca a , · t 't 
other than a potentially autonon1ous end-ta-end alternatıve o ı 
(Reinecke). Tlıc Grccn Rcport (Australian Parliament 1976) had 

d d tl e public service broadcaster (Austıalıan 
rccoınınen e 1 t with 
Broadcasting Commission) not be funded to coınpe e . 
comınercial broadcasters in the offering of popular geme;, 

effectively recoınmending the marginalisation of the ~n y 

medium to address Australians as citize.ns rather .t l~n 

d·ı· Tl1e ABC has undergone a senes of cuts ın ıts camına ı ıes. 

1 · t tl ewly autonoınous a ropriations ever since. Far t 1eır par ' 1e n . 
Jeiecom Australia (one of Whitlam's last acts had been '.o splıt 
Telecom off froın the Australian Post Office and remove ıt froın 
Public Service Board oversight) had adopted a corporat~ pla: 

which effectively effaced the notions of 'communıty an 

ınarket-skepticism to which they'd committed themselves only 

months earlier (Moyal, 1983: 306; Chanter, 1989: 192). Even tl,ef 

d ff · 1 nhanced the power o Cooııılıs Iııqııiry ha e ectıve y e ' . d 
departmental heads without enhancing the meclwnısms an 

pro~edures'which they might be held accountable (Troy, 1977: 94). 
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A New Consensus? 

The tide was turning in the Anglo-Saxon acaclemy, too. 

Courses in political economy had begun to disappear from 

Aush·alia's economics faculties, often arnidst vicious infighting 

and rancour. in a foreword to a 1976 text on Australian political 

economy, far exarnple, Simpson-Lee had this to say: 

I slıoııld lıave liked ta lıave beeıı able to say in tlıis Forcword tlıat 
it is a 111atter of pride and propriety tlıat tlıis lıiglıly iııııovative 
and i111portaııt book slıoııld lıave originated in tlıe o/dest, largest 
mut ıııost illııstrioııs ııııiversity in Aııstralia, bııt tlıat woııld be 
ta 111islcad t!ıe reader into believing tlıat tlıings are as tlıey 
slıoııld be in sııclı an institııtioıı. Iıı facı, tlıis book is bom ofa 
long and bitter strııgglc iııvolviııg staff and stııdcnts in the 
D,partıııcııt of Ecoııoıııics far tlıe riglıt to try to co111e to a bettcr 
aııd fuller ıındcrstmıdiııg of lıow 1/ıc ccoııoıııic systcın really 
works and Jıow it caıı be 111ade ta scrvc t/ıc welfare of ıııaııkind 
(W/ıcelwriglıt and Stilwcl/, 1976: v). 

Communications departrnents \Vere not to be spared. 

Adrian Mellor (1992: 664) and Jane Gaines (1991: 243) are two 

comı11entators to have rernarked the pressures on 'Cultural 

Studies' to abandan its political misoıı d'ctre and blunt its edge. 

Whilst, as Graham Murdoch has observed, "the takeoff of 

culh.ıraI· sh.ıdies to growth is almbst exactly cotern1inous.with 

neoliberalisın 's dorninating econon1ic and social policy and with 

the gathering crisis in the lTaditional rl'ıetörics and organizational 

forms of established politics, and more particularly of socialism" 

(91), it is also true that cultural studies has largely "decamped 

froın the political project" (Leivesley, 1997: 6). in their campaign 

to dissolve certil11de, debunk the ınetanarrative, and efface 

theoretical huınanism, the post-hlthusserian apostles chargecl 

appeals to 'society', 'the public sphere' and 'the critical ideal' with 

logocentrisın (universalising discourse in a reality of 

incommensmable particularilies). That the Anglo-Saxon cultural 

shıdies faculties so readily took these French theorists to their 

heaıt annoyecl the fikes of Jameson (1991), Eagleton (1995), ancl 

Agger (1992), who discerned in this 'postmodern' cnııııi a 
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blurring of the public and the private realms which betmyed the 

t ·pathy towards the state and the public sector evıdent ın sameanı ( . . . 
neoclassical economics and its corollary in polıtical scıence, 

public choice theory. 

Jaınes Carey has made the McLuhanesque move of 

explaining such structural transforn1ations in. tern1s of 

teclmological developments, which had "... cultivated new 
. lu"cl1 tl1ought occurred - national classes and structures ın w 

professions - new things thought ab~ut -. speed, space, 

t b·ı·ty- and new things to thınk wıth- ıncreasıngly ınovemen , mo ı ı 

abstract, analytic, and ınanipulative ınodels" (84). 

This, argues Carey, makes thinkable a centra,lised 

technocratic social management and a concomitant .hıgl: 
. ti" s policy' Such notions had been ınooted 111 JK coınmunıca on · 

Galbraith's famous Tlıe Ncw Iııdııstrial Statc in 1967 and Ü1en 
. b O . I Bel! in his even more influential Tlıe Comıııg of agaın y anıe , . ) 1 

Post-Indııstrial Society: A Ventııre in Social Forccastıııg (1973 . in t ,e 
l tter Bel! envisages a new class of white-collar workers, whıch 

"~n;tioned neither as catalyst nor as ruler of a debased and_ a 
dominated polity, but rather as the hasis ofa new socıal order, ın 

which knowledge rather than market relations would be 

primary" (Schiller, 1996: 162). 

Whilst leading Australian coınmunications scholar Tom 

O'Regan at least allows lor some influence on the pa~t. of 
: transformations in the reputed ascendance of thıs hıgh economıc , · · 11 

1. , "b"l"ty (3l) he does confine this to specıf1ca Y po ıcy sensı ı ı , . . l 
Australian developments and to the specific decade 111 whıc 1 

technological and policy change was ınost apparent there, the 

1980s. 

it is precisely the position of this writ,er that'. insofar as we 

may speak of 'high communications polıcy at all, ıts heyday had 
. f d by the 1980s and that the rationales upon which 111 act passe , · d 
such a policy could sensibility rest had been under the concerte 

attack of priınarily US vested interests since the early l 970s. The 
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age ofa centralised and integrated nation-building public policy, 

informed at once by an egalitarian bow to cultural deınocracy 
and the guiding hand of the engineer, was aclually giving way 

to an order totally uninterested in such policy iınperatives. 
Whereas technological convergence was pointing in one 

direction [ as I-Ierbert Schiller argued, "the separation of cultı.ıre, 
politics and economics is now absurd ... when culture is the 
economy" (77- 81)] acadeınic, bureaucratic and legislative 
tendencies were clearly headed in the opposite direction. 

Beyond the secured corridors of the US military industrial 
complex (for ınuch of the new teclmology was still an official 

seCTet), only the union ınoven1ent seerned aware of technological 
convergence and its implications for policy. The Union of Postal 

Clerks and Telegraphists provide us with the first utterance of 
the notion of teclmological convergence in the Australian policy 

process in 1974. The union submitted that 'the direction of 
teclmological change implied a greater unification of al! forms of 

cornn1unication' in its argument against the separation of 

Telecom from the Australian Post Office. Yet the separation went 

ahead, and the newly autonoınous Telecom promptly forgot the 
social-ontological premises of its Tclecoııı 2000 policy gı.ıide, 
opting instead for the pursuit of four corporate priorities: 
"service and its in1provernent to rneet custoıner needs; efficiency 
in the organisational structure and work environment; staff 

relations and developn1ent, and teclu1ological improvement" 
(quoted in Moyal, 1984: 306). 

This reduction of society to 'customers' implied a divorce 
between 'comn1unications' and 'culture' insofar as a direct, 

exclusive and purely comınercial relationship is presupposed· 

between medium and user. lmportantly, the definition of 
'teclmological improvements' depends on the definition of one's 

constitııency. Basic universal service (in which respect Telecon1 

had been an unrivalled success, with well over 90% of a huge 

country's in·egularly distributed population enjoying access to the 

network) is the prioıity where the citizenry and the cultı.ıral 
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process are the focus; 'value-added services', 'red-lining' 

melropolitan fibre-optics and resale access to satellite 

transponders are less so. In1plicit in this econonlistic trend is the 

definition of co1nn1unication as the transınission of 'inforınation' 
(a ınove Claude Shannon hin1self had warned against, when his 

information theory was so uncrilically applied to the social 

sciences). As Dan Schiller argues: "Those who tnımpeted the 
news of post-industrial society's imıninent arrival pivoted their 

theory on inforn1ation's apparentinherent singularity. Theirs is an 

uneasy but muted tension, with this anlihistorical impulse" (161). 

The econon1ic analogue of this move lay in the ne,v sub

discipline of 'inforn1ation econon1ics', in \vl1ich \nformation' 

becoınes quanlifiable (ie. is effeclively reduced to 'data') and 

ınust tl1us lose its statı1s as a process in whicl1 n1eaning -is 

generated tl1rough tl1e interaction of text, reader aı1d historical 

context. As of this point, Raymond Williams has nothing to do 

witl1 coınmunicahons1 and cultur.:ıl stuclies nothing to do with 

connnunications policy: "in contrast to transportation models, 

which see n1edia. forn1s ... as vehicles far transn1itting 'messages' 

to consun1ers, cull11ral studies approach tl1eın as med1anisms for 

ordering meaning in particular ways" (Golding & Murdock, 1992: 

16). 

To accept these scienlistic con1partn1entalisations, and to 

accept 'informalion' as the discreet commodity theorised. by Bell 

and fellow travellers in econoınics deparh110nts (eg Kenneth 

Arrow ), is, as Dan Schiller argues, to accomn1odate: .ıı A 

pronounced tendency to econon1isn1: the assun1ption, so 

prevalent in contemporary public discourse, that something 

called 'the econorny' could be diagnosed and prescribed for as if 
it existed in pristine separation from 'politics' or 'culhıre'. The 

absence of any el em-cut difference between the two formulations, 

'the inforn1ation society' ancl 'the information economy,' ·was 

symptomatic" (169). 

it is hard to see the benefits of the sudden hegemonic 

abstractions that 'coınn1unications' and 'inforınation' underwent 
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in the Australia of the 1970s. Certainly ti . . . ' , 1e pıocess may be read 
as a defınmg moment in terms of Webe ' ,. b . r s ıron cage of 
ureaucratic rationality', Postrnan's notion of 't 1 1 ' H b , ecmopo y and 
a ermas s complaint that the 'lifeworld' ı"s b . 1 . , ti , ' eıng co onısed by 

. ıe system . Of course, western society had spent c h . 
ınsertıng d" ·cı· 1· en ırıes 

. a ıvı ıng ıne between its conception of itself asa tlıin 
of dıscreet parts and the complexity of .t lf lf g 
whole ti . ı se asa se -reproducing 

, us does not explain why the particıılar d" . tr f . · ıscursıve 
ans oıınation that concerns us here caıne t tak 1 . 

d"d 1 · . ' 0
' epacewhenıt 

ı , w ıere ıt dıd, and in the way it d"d F . I . 
b 

. ı . oı t 1at exphu1ation I 
su rnıt we need to take a look ti 1 1 , ec . ' troug 1 t 1e eyes of a political 

onoınıst; at tlıe US politieal economy of the ear!y 1970 1 
two ap ti I s, w ıere 
of ac:.U paren. y unre ated developınents were unfolding: a crisis 

.' mulation and a reappraisal of strategic priorities. 

The Global Political Economic Context 

. us_multinational enterprises (MNEs) in the ınid-1970s were 
stıll decısıvely national in terms of their assets (of wh"cl d 
78p t b ı1aroun 

. er cen were ased in the 'US), their sales (67 per cent) and 
theır work force (72 per cent) (Coheıı 1990· 14) Ti f' , ' , · · 1e 1gures were 
even more pronounced in the case of Japanese MNEs f 
whıch · I . , some o 

were ın t ıe process of replacing US MNEs I 
world's fifty 1 . d . among t 1e 

argest ın ustnal corporations But ti J 
economy had b 1 1 . ıe apanese 
, . . . ecoıne mue ı t ıe more export-oriented of the two 
especıally smce the US had rnade itself an attractı· f b , I · · ,,,veocusy 
owerıng ıts tariffs at the Kennedy Ro d f I A un o t ıe General 
greement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) . 1967 1 ' 

econ f I ın .TıeUS 
omy, or so oııg relatively closed to th ·ld 

respo d" t h C I e woı , was 
n ıng ot e od War competition for aıı· b . . k ' ıes, Y openıng ıts 

'."ar et~ to promising candidates, and the proportion of 
ıntematıonal trade of US GNP I el fr 1950 ıa grown om 9.4 per cent in 
US ~~!3.7 p~r cent in 1973 (Batra, 1992). Yet foreign affiliates of 

s were stıll contributing only 2 3 per cent to US b . 
d 

. · usıness 

gross pro uct m 1977 (Cohen 1990· 15) Ti . . d , ' · · 1e econon1ıc problen1 
assocıate wıth Washington's Cold W ar strategy was that it \Vas 
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· . .1 typically oligopolistic l US 1oıny ıust as ı s 
opening t 10 ecoı f 11· into relative decline, and, far the 
111anufacturıng scctor ,vas a ıng . buying more foreign 

el d US consun1ers v.,reı e 
first time in eco es, . US procluct. On ınost 

ti f · 1ers were buyıng 
product 1an oreıgı k d. ly l973· painful years of 

Y pea -e ın ear , 
indicators, the US econom . el ·n the real wages of the 

. 1· . orrespondıng rops ı deinduslrıa ısahon, c d ·ral1ing personal 
. tl , poverty rate, an spı ' ıniddle class, increases ın 10 (K t 

1993
. 1-4). A sudden 

l t that year or en, . 
debt can all be twcec o S "ty especially in the 

T ti n of U capacı ' 
decline in the utı ısa o . t d to economic crisis (table 
manufacturing sector, not only poı; e accuınulation far capital. 
1), but alsa ta. a paucity of avenues or' 

Table 1 : US Capacity Utilisation 1965 - 1975 

1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 

AII 

... 87.0 
.... 87.3 
.... 87.3 

.... 811 

.... .79.4 
.. 84.4 

...... 88.4 
.. 84.3 
.74.6 

Manulacturing 

.. 89.5 

.. 91.1 
.872 

..... 87.1 
.. 86.6 

.. .79.4 

... 77.9 

... 83.4 

... 877 

... 83.4 
.72.9 

il blematic current Th Governınent faced structura y pro ' h" 
e . . tional debt (fast approac ıng 

account deficits; a spırallıng nıaı· '. & Piotrowski, 1993: 422-
·ıı- d 11 rs see McWı ıams f 

one trı ıon o a - f . secure electorate or 
423) and continual den1ands rom an ı:~ . b and 

, were increasıng ın num er ' 
protectionist measures 1 . ffect subınittecl to the US 

t. (Petitions to t 1ıs e "d 
despera ıon . . d bl d between ıhe mı -. 1 T de Commıssıon ou e 
Jnternatıona ra c1· to Boltuck ancl Litan 
seventies and. early eighties, accor ıng 

0 991) and Tire Ecoııoıııist (1984: 42)). 

• 

.• 

. 

·. 
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successfully bringing down tariffs throughout the world, 

corresponding non-tariff barriers were being erected to 

alleviate political costs after 1973. Such barriers were difficult 

to stem, as the line between 'legitimate' social policies to do 
with safety, reliability and compatibility standards and 

'illegitiınate' protectionism were rarely well defined (Wiener, 
1997). The transnationalist advocates of the G7 were clearly 

faced with significant institutional and popular protectionist 
sentiment. 

Three conditions had to be met if the role of the state was 
to be successfully. transforıned in such contradictory times. 
Firstly, a substantial proportion of corporate interests would 

have to favour, rather than fear, the transnationalisation 

process. Secondly, a decisive consensus had to be built on 

Capitol Hill. Lastly, a concerned citizenry had to be convinced 
of the need for radical and discoınfiting change. 

With the end of the 'Space Race' and the Vietnam War had 
come an urgent need on the part of the high technology and 
con1illunications sectors for civilian ınarkets and an associated 

global protection regiıne for the intellectual property rights 
ııpon which their profitability would depend. it was in these 

areas that the US econoıny held a decisive advantage ever its 
ever more efficient industrial rivals, and it was here that a 

harmony of interests, between powerful corporate interests 

anda legislatııre looking fora way aut, could be exploited and 
developed. The USA was the world's largest exporter of 
scrvices and France the second largest. In boıh cases, trade 

sıırpluses were already growing in services to offset the trade 

deficits they were enduring in their merchandise sectors. By 
1981, the forıner was in surplus by $38.9 billion in the USA, 

whilst merchandise was in deficit to the ttıne of $27.8 billion 

l US overnınent was not the only one accuınulation, and an information technology sector striving 
On soıne fronts, t 

1

e g Wl ·ı t tl GATT had been .· . for civilian ınarkets to absorb the capacity left idle by the loss to give in to popular pressure. 11 s 1e • , 

(Wiener, 1997). This coincidence of a conjunctura] economic 
crisis, hoarded capital looking for new modes and loci of 

•• 
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d NASA accounts was to be 
of Defense Department an . the economic and 

1 d · ive in shapıng 
singular y ecıs . t ound the world for at 
comn1unications policy envıronmen s ar 

least a quarter of a century. 
· f s were . . dman's monetarist prescrıp ıon 

Mılton Frıe ' h T ·ıateral Commissioner 
\" . 1979 w en rı' ' 

translated into fo ıcy ": ' Carter appointed Trilateral 
and US Presıdent Jımmy B k Paul Vo\cker 

d Ch Manhattan an er 
Commissioner an ase Vo\cker promptly attacked the 
chair of the Federal Reserve. u ly and the 

. b f htening the money s PP ' . 
inflatıon rate Y ıg t"\ the rehabilitation (ın 

ld not return un ı 
Keynesian era wou ) f the cold-war military 

"f ı· "tl not by name o 
Practice, ı exp ıcı Y \d R gan two years \ater. .... tdbyRona ea 
Keynesıanısın ınstıga e b t d suspicion of 

. \ d effectively exacer a e 
Friedmanısın ,a ld d ti destruction of the social 

t rise hera e 1e 
government en erp ' . Ke nesianism (Pusey, 
ontology that characterised hegemonıı° the ~co;1omy such that 

1985), and introduced n. arroı·w vıe~t oa and imperatives were 
. \ ,·f po ıcy crı ertt , institutıonal y sensı ıve . d . had consequences 

1 . se Frıe ınanısm ' 
ali but effoced. in t ,ıs sen ' \ terised as a se\ective 

. eneral (best c 1arac 
lor hegemony ın g ~ d \tura\ assuıııptions and values) 
reinforceıııent of entrenc e cu . 1' (" the case of for 

. . . · partıcu ar ın ' ' d certain ınstıtutıons ın . . . the 
~n ti Federal Con1n1unicatıons Con11nıssıon, 
ınstance, 1e . ) 

t be mucl1 more draınatıc . consequence was o 
1 

/ 

. f olitics lay iınınanent in the 'new -_'.; 
An economıc theory o p . \ . which a political theory: 

b t "t was a theory wıt un d: 
economics, u 

1 
' ' . ti . kab\e The proıııise /; 

ic was quıte un 1ın . _": 
of the econoın ·\d order had, been .. i 

. 1 1 ony of the new woı i 
transnatıona 1arn1 d t'J the extent it was to _--;; 

b \ ds of comınerce, an ' " . 
driven y t 1e nee \ e of the politica\. The j 

b \d be at t 1e expens lf'• 
come a out, wou d by the private. As Se .; 
pub\ic had, in effect, been truıııpe b seen not siıııply orJ 
notes: "[T]he market system must o; voluntary exchange;fj • 

. ·ı spontaneous systeııı . . l" 
prııııarı y as a . \ - but as itself a polıtıca ;, 

d by Obı·ectiv<' ~conoınıc aws, < .. z. governe -_::~ 
system" (203) · 
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The pristine isolation of 'the economic' from the ınuddy 
vvaters of 'the social' was, as Friedn1an noted, good for ınodel
building. But it was alsa singularly good at projecting its 
econon1etric assumptions into the political culture in general, 
and the acadeıny in particular, in the farın of commonsensical 
premises. The Heritage Foundation (lounded, like the 
Trilateral Commission, in 1973), the American Enterprise 
Institute For Pub\ic Policy Research and the Hoover lnstitute 
(which coınbined to fund annual lecture tours by Hayek from 
1974), research centers lor conservative intellectuals financed 
by generous aınounts of hoarded, or uninvested, corporate 
money, were providing Capitol 1-Ii\l with position papers and 
the media with press releases on a variety of subjects, all 
opposing established fiscal policy in favour ofa new approach 

to ıııonetary po\icy, and ali calling for a narrower conception 
of the proper role of the State. Major contributor to this 
research and disseınination programıne were thc International 

Chaıııber of Coınmerce (ICC) and the Coalition of Service 
lndustries (CSI), both vastly interlocked peak bodies 
representing European and US transnational finnnce 
(Aınerican Express and Citibank, for two ), both pressute 

groups lor the liberalisation of trade on both sides of the 
Atlantic (Wiener 1997), and both represented on the Trilateral 
Coınmission. As Friedman's famous 'Free To Choose' n1ade 
clear, there is only one freedom and that is freedom of the 
individual from constraint (a negative freedon1, in Berlin's 
terms). Elster explains how such a po\itical philosophical 
individualism must procluce an exclusive methodology in 
which, "[A]ll social phenomena - their structure and their 
change - are in principle explicable in ways that only involve 
individuals - their properties, their goals, their beliefs and 
their actions" (5). 

it was at this historical juncture that the philosophically 
materialist and holistic conception of cultural studies 

advanced by the British New Left first found itself challenged 
by Foucault's attacks on enlightenment notions like 
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materialism and humanism (T/ıc Order ofT/ıiııgs was translated 

into English in 1970 and T!ıe Arclıaeology of Kııowledge in 1972), 
Derrida's attacks on universalism and meaning (Of 

Graınınatology was translated in 1976), and Lyotard's attacks on 
the rational and the whole (Tlıe Postnıoderrı Coııditioıı was 
published in 1979). Joining the negatively free autonomous 
individuals beloved of the public choice theorists, were the 
dis-joined, de-centred, fragmented, incommensurabilities at 
the core of the postmodern anti-philosophy. The marriage has 

hitherto been a happy one. 

Public Choice theory was left very much alone as it set 

about recasting the institutions of Keynesian public 
enterprise. Jf politicians and public sector workers were 
driven by selfish material goals, it followed that they should 
be constrained such that their rational pursuit of said goals 
not undermine the public good (ie. th~ aggregate of private 
goods). Furthermore, if the service or goods rendered by the 
public sector were offered freely, or even at subsidized 
prices, then the rational acquisitors who constituted 'the 
ptıblic' would have reason to 'over deınand' said service or 
good. This would, in turn, ensue in a ınotivation for 
politicians and public enterprises alike to cali on more funds 
from the public purse. Ali would eventually be coınplicit in 
the economic destruction of the polity. As Self points aut, 
systems attuned to obviating potential market failures were 
being transformed to avoid government failure (3). in 
appealing to the 'price mechanism' as that which would 
equilibrate supply and demand, public choice theorists 
effectively assuıned a perfectly competitive market (in which 
case the issue of market failure could not arise). Furthermore, 
an economic definition of 'public goods' was posited: "A pure 
public good is a jointly supplied one froın which individual 
consumers cannot be excluded" (Self, 1993: 36). Public 
Choice's attitude to public teleco1nmunications con1panies 
was consequently definitively antagonistic. Channels of 
information, and the <lata thus transmitted, could be 
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confined to an individual consumer (albeit, at soıne cost), 50 

telecommunications did not constitute a public good. Should 

access to timse channels be free, the public purse would 
continually be charged with expanding the network's 

capacity. This development would suit the corporate 
interests of the telecommunications company (which would 

correspondingly grow in size, power and disposable funds) 
and, in the all-important short-term, the government 
generous enough to fund the supply of capacity. 

'Keynesian' public enterprise telecommunications 
companies and public service broadcasters throughout the 
world would be assailed by these arguments from the mid

l 970s, when new technology and new applications would be 
deployed, and new needs and wants created, to threaten 

governments with the prospect of lmge infrastructure 
budgets and depleted rationales. 

The lnformation Revolution in Context 

Much of the development and diffusion of the computer 
and the satellite was undertaken within this context, and it this 

point most Australian commentators have ignored. Indeed, 
they represented important contributions to that context, as a 
new round of expensive fixed capital investment was bom. The 
combinatioıi of this rise in the organic composition of capital 

(as the cost of fixed capital again represented an ever greater 
proportion relative to the cost of labour) with a secure and 
industrially assertive working class and thoroughly 

rejuvenated cornpetitive economies in Western E.urope and 
Japan, threatened US corporations with lower profits and 
higher inflation. 

The corporate response was to fı.ınd a public relations 

campaign of unprecedented proportions, identifying 'free 
enterprise' with the myths upon which US identity had long 
depended. This contribution to the 'closing of the American 
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mind' needed ıo be extended beyond US shores, both at the 
]eve] of popular ideology ('grassroots') and policy elites 

('treetops'). in 1974, lor instance, the United Kingdom, West 

Germany, The Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand and Israel 
ali had dislinctly left-of-center governments, and Portugal and 

Spain !ay on the verge of sharp deviations to (respeclively) 

socialist and left-liberal governments. Of this campaign in 
Australia, Carey wrote: "There should be no doubt that the 

objective of corporate grassroots and treetops propaganda is an 
expansion of neo-conservalive doctrine" (105). 

Ali this was making its mark within the context of the 

sudden need lor new markets for technologies developed 
during the recently concluded race to the ınoon and the recently 

lost Vietnam War (Lyon, 1988: 26-35). The US response to Soviet 
nuclear capacity was to integrate its radar systen1, a computer 

'net' to analyse the data, and the telecon1n1unications network, 

to which was added digital processing equipment to render 

radar signals communicable. The Soviet 'Sputnik' launch, in 

1959, moved President Kennedy to institute the 'space race', and 

it was the concon1itant need for component n1iniaturisation 

which prompted a federal programıne to seed and support 
research and developınent firıns, some of which would base 

themselves on the relatively cheap real estate of Santa Clara 
County, in what was to becoıne 'Silicon Valley'. A more succinct 

technological definition of the 'technological convergence' 

which has reputedly revolutionised our world can hardly be 
in1agined, and its political economic roots are equa11y evident: 

Keynesian stin1ull.1s, enabled and constrained through Defence 

Departn1ent funding and coordination of research, 

development and produclion, within the context of a 'Co.ld' 

War. 

Given the need for the capital hoarded iınınediately before 
and during the 1973-1976 crisis, the need to find new avenues of 

accumulation was intense if depression was to be avoided : 

"[T]he real challenge lor individual firms and lor capitalisın asa 
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whole was to find new markets able to absorb a growing 

productive capacity of goods and services" (Castells, 1999: 80). 

The US inlormation technology sector had the wherewithal 

to provide this. To create the world systeın necessary lor the 

valourisation of this capital, several conditions would ~eed to 

ınet. 

A transnational intellectual property regime would be 
essential to protect the US's singular advantage in the decisive 

sector. lf inforrnation is not excludible and rivalrous it can not 

be a comınodity (Delong & Frooınkin, 1998). 

The nıoveıııeııt to dcregıılatioıı of pııblic telccoııııııımicatioııs 
... is partly tize offspring of ideologically riglzt-wiııg 
goverıııııents aııd ıııoııetarist ecoııoıııics. But it is also part of 
tlıc proccss by w/ıiclz tize Uııited States seeks to establislz its 
teclıııological aııd ecoııoıııic leaderslzip in tize world trade of 
services ... T/ıe ıııajorihj of records aııd dala bases are ceııtrcd 
in tize llnited States, and global business dcıııands tize riglzt of 
frcc passage of sııclı. inforıııatioıı aroımd tlıe world (Hills, 

~ 1983: 2). 

Secondly, an increase would be required in the categories 

of communication to be commodified. Public custodianship of 

the electromagnetic spectrurn, public service broadcasters, 

sport, and public libraries ali represented foregone opportunity 

froın the point of view of capital. As the first industrial 

revolution had been generated by the enclosure of the 
coınmons, so would the third require its own round of 

enclosures. 

And thirdly, it woukl be necessary to gain control over the 

carriage infrastructure, n1ost of the world's telecommunications 

companies were publicly owned and controlled, and this state 

of affairs represented a danger to large corporations. To rely on 

the dissemination of inforn1ation is to rely on con1munications 

channels, and the corporate response to resource dependence is 

to wrest control over the germaine resources. ·That this task was 

an urgent one was ~nore apparent to corporate America than it 
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was to the governments of the world, few of which showed any 
understanding of the potential market power inherent in 

controlling digital networks (price structures become possible 

under a digital regime that reflect the 'user-pays' model much 
more accurately than those possible under an analogue system). 

It is necessary to lıreak tlıe PTT nıonopolies before tlıey are 
able to institute tlıeir plaııs for Iııtegrated Services Digital 
Network ... ıınder pııblic coııtrol ... woııld not oııly ınake 
redııııdaııt t/ıe provisioıı of private information networks, but 
woııld also iııtrodııce lıigher costs to ınııltinational bıısiness ... 
ISDN woııld instigate a costing of traıısmission by t/ıe 'bits' 
of iııfonııatioıı passed. Costs woııld tlıerefore escalate for tlıe 
ıııajor users of tlıe system - mııltinatioııal mul large bıısiness 
(Hills, 1983: 3). 

The political implications of the satellite, too, were 
generally not grasped. Inevitably expensive and commercially 

non-viable satellite projects, such as IBM's SBS satellite of 1979, 
show that at least some corporations understood then1 rather 

better. AT&T's long history as monopoly carrier were 

numbered. And what could undo AT&T, could undo any 
monopoly carrier anywhere. 

In _Australia, these comn1ercial imperatives and corporate 

strategies were to take a variety of forms, from the US-financed 

Business Telecommunications Services (BTS) public relations 
and lobbying organisation, to the gratuitous launch of 
effectively useless satellites to afford potential end-to-end 

autonomy from the Telecom network, to the slandering of the 

publicly owned Telecom by programmes on Packer's network 
(a founding member of BTS) , and to the marginalisation of 

coınmunication (as 'inforınation')r culture (as 'audio-visual 

product'), society (as 'market'), and citizen (as 'consumer'). 

Shorn of control over the national telecornrnunications network
1 

and bereft of categories which evince the links between society, 

polity, culture and communication, the Australian governn1ent 

had lost the capacity to formulate anything worthy of the tag 
'media policy' by the ]ate eighties. 
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The Australian government is an enthusiastic member of 

the World Trade Organisation (WTO), as it was a signatory to 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) before it. 
The 'Uruguay Round' of GATT of 1994 was where what was 
left of 'culture' met the ideology of neo-liberalism head-on. 
Canada and France had angered transnational vendors of 

audio-visual product by claiming that their periodicals and 
audio-visual product constihıted media of national culture 
and thus warranted exception from the list of c

0

ategories of 

commodities freely to be traded between nations. The legal 
basis of their argument evinces conceptions of culhıre redolent 
of Raymond Williams and the radical democracy aspirations 
of yore. The Canadian and French delegates had cited the right 
of peoples and nations to maintain perrrianent sovereignty 
over their natural wealth and resources1 as guaranteed by the 
United Nations Charter of Human Rights. 

Sovereignty lıas lıistorically referred to a nation's riglıt to 
protect its borders fronı nzilitary invasion; to preserve 
natııral resoıırces, and to choose and protect political social, 
economic and cııltııral systems witlıoııt inteıference by 
mıother state (Frederick, 1992: 121). 

it is tenable to read into this defence a dua! conception of 
'cultııre'. For the Canadians and the French, 'culture' was to be 

defined as both the medium through which political and social 
self-reflection and reproduction took place and those artefacts 
taken to be representative of that process. 

The US delegates, responding to complaints from the likes 
of Time Warner that such claiıns constituted a 'ploy', to 
disguise simple economic protectionism. For then1, even if 
'culture' did manifest in an artefact, that artefact's status as a 

comınodity was not compromised by the relation. Polanyi's 
old argument that the market should be embedded in society, 
rather than society in the market was formally forgotten and 
his exhortation that1 

[t}lıe hımıaıı econoıny ... is embedded and enmeslıed in 
institutions, econonıic and noneco,ıonıic. Tlıe inclusion of 
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tlıe nonecononzic is vital. Far religion or govern11ıent nıay be 
as iıııportaııt far tlıe strııctııre aııd fımctioning of tlıc 
ecoııonıy as nıoııetary institııtioııs or tlıe availability of tools 
aııd ıııaclıiııcs tlıat liglıten tlıe toil of labaıır (Polaııyi, 1957: 
34), 

was taken to mean that 1business certaintY' required the 
subsumpİion of these otherwise problematic institutions by 
'the market'. Like public telecommunications monopolies, 

public serv.ice broadcasters and publicly subsidised film
finance authorities would be marked for death on the grounds 

they represented distortions of a free international market 

place. As Kari Marx noted over 130 years ago: 

Tlıe separation of pııblic works fı·oııı tlıe state, aııcl tlıcir 
ıııigratioıı iııto tize doıııain of tlıe works ımdertakeıı by 
capital itself indicates tlıe dcgree ta wlıiclı tlıe real 
comnıuııity /ıas constitııted itself iıı tlıe farın of capital 
(Marx, 1857, ııotebook V, in Tııcker, 1978). 

Whilst roughly the first 75 years of Australia's · 
communications policy seemed to contradict this prognosis, it 

seems the normal course of capitalist development has been 
resumed. The Australian state's capacity to proınote the 

constitutional democracy, without which it has no forma! 
legitimacy, has been so weakened, and it has been so complicit 

in that abrogation, that we now face a fı.ıture in which 
governınents do not oppose· transnational conglomeration (as 
once they did, albeit arguably on domestic capital's behalf as 
much as out of nationalist principles) but facilitate it, as bouts 
of ınergers produced a decisively powerful finance sector, the 

ascendance of neo-liberal economics to ınake sense of the new 

order, and state bureaucrats versed in that discipline: 

Tlıe resıılt is popular or deıııocratic coııseıısus in rule by t!ıe 
expcrts (ıısııally bııreaııcrats) of tlıc ıııodcrn state whosc 
strııctııres are sızdı that it is ıııırcasoııable to deıııaııd aııy 
alternative to expert rııle. lndeed it is 'ııııreasoııable' siııce 
t!ıe strııctures of tlıe modem state provide tlıe only 
coııditions Jor 'trutlı stateıııeııts' witlıiıı it (Bcil/ıarz, 1992: 
132). 
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Closing Comments 

· · · llıe sigııified of jree irade' is tlıe sel/ interest of tlıe ıııost 
powcrfııl (Miller, 1993: 127). 

The Keating Labor government's 1994 document, Creative 
Natioıı, showed that the retooling of 'culture' into a narrowly 
economıc category was complete. Henceforth, 'culture' wou]d 
be an industrial sector in which the government might invest 

wıth an eye to future profits rather than protect and promote as 
the process of national self-appraisal and development. Even 
left-leaning critic Jock Given has opposed the Australian 
governınenfs current efforts to come to a bipartisan agreement 
with the United States on the issue of trade in ' audio-visua] 

pı:oduct' because the lack of rules governing such negotiations 
wıth the powerful threatens the indııstry (Usher, 2001 ). No 
longer, it seerns, is a society 1s capacity to collaborate in its own 

reproduction of its own structures within its own material 
setting a sensible idea. 

Horkheimer and Adorno's theory that the serialised 
standardisation of commodified culture would deprive society 
of avenues for critical self-reflection are to be tested in the 
Australia of today and, I dare suspect, the Turkey of tomorrow. 

As people come together at !ast to question the tendentious fait 
accompli of neo-liberal 'globalism', they might be well advised to 
look again at the institutionalist political economists of culture 

out !here who cali what they see. Marjorie Ferguson is one of 
them: 

Prote_sts about "coıııpetitioıı" ring /ıo/low fı-oııı irade czars 
pııslııng far ıınreslricted access ta sınallcr ıııarkets witlı 
1/ıreats of tariffs or Aıııericaıı market exclıısioıı, w!ıeıı tl;e U.S. 
ılself ııııports less tlıan 2% of its ıııovies aııd televisioıı. Far 
natioııs attcıııptiııg doıııestic cııltural protectioıı agaiııst tlıe 
foıward ıııarclı of Westenı popıılar cııltıırc aııd t/ıe icoııs of 
Dısııey and MTV, 1/ıc "realist-ıııercaııtilist" odds are stili 
skewed towards tlıe aııdiovisııal econoıııy eleplıaııt ratlıer tlıaıı 
lhe cııltııre-defeıısive ıııoııse (Fergıısoıı, 1995). 
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